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Method of consecutive approximations is used to construct a rotational-oscillatory solu- 
tion of a general system with a parameter, and its stability is studied on the basis of the 

well-known theorems of the First Liapunov Method. Earlier, analogously stated problems 
were investigated in connection with the periodic or oscillatory solutions in the system 

with small parameters. 
We investigate a system whose general form is 

az, / dt = F,(& q,..., Zn* A) (f = i,..., n) (1) 

where t E [to. m) is an independent variable and h E [&, ha] is a numerical parameter 
whose value is, in general, not small. We assume that real functionspi satisfy the follow- 

ing conditions. 
1)Functions F{ are defined for all t’~ [so, m),continuous and T-periodic where T,is 

constant and independent of h. 
2)Functions Fi are periodic in zr,..., zr, (0 < P < d with periods Tl,.*.., Tp, respec- 

tively, the latter also independent of A. 
3) Functions Fi have partial derivatives of first and second order in Al,..., zp and h 

satisfying the Lipschitz conditions, with constant independent of t in the vicinity of a 

point belonging to some region G of the variables z{ and & E 14, &J unbounded in the 
coordmates $I,..., zp 
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We also assume that at a certain value of & = AO the system (1) admits. in G . an iso- 

lated solution of the form [l] 

Ye 0 = cpi(cN = Si(Ti/2 n) COt + u,(o t) (0 = 2 x / T) (2) 
where 

6i = 1 (i < p), 6i = 0 (i > PII ui(@(t + 9 = Uf (W 

Functions Q increase in such a manner.that the increment Aq, 0 = SiTi they receive, 
is constant over any interval of time whose length is At = Z’. Solution (2) shall be called 
the rotational-oscillatory solution, and it shall be regarded as isolated provided that the 

system of equations in variations 

d’& / dt = P&I + . . . + P&, (PiR(m = Wi/ %)9) (3) 

has no periodic solutions of period 2’. As we know p], the sufficient condition for this to 
hold is, that no moduli of the roots of the characteristic equation for the system (3) are 
equal to unity. Poincard and Liapunov methods were used in p] to study the oscillatory 

systems of the type (3) with a small parameter. 
We propose to construct, for all tE [to, 00) an exact rotational-oscillatory solution of 

(1) and investigate its Liapunov stability for the values of A sufficiently close to & . 
When I = &, , this solution will become (2) and will have the form 

zi(r, A) = Cpi(Ot) + (h - &) Zi(at, h) (%{(o(t + T), k) z z{(ot, ‘)) (4) 

To construct this solution we shall use the well-known method of consecutive approx- 
imations due to Malkin [Z]. 

The principal result can then be stated in the form of the following theorem. 

Theorem. If the solution (2) of the system (1) is isolated when h = &J , then the 

basic perturbed system will admit, for I sufficiently close to b, one and only one solu- 

tion of the form (4) belonging to G and reverting to its original form (2) when h = &. 
This perturbed solution will be asymptotically stable when 1 h - A,J 1 is sufficiently 

small, provided that the moduli of all roots of the characteristic equation in variations 
(3) are less than unity and unstable, when at least one of them is greater than unity. 

Proof . Using the notation 
a_ = h - &, Y< = =i - %(@O 

we can represent the system (1) in the form 

dYi n 
7 P. Y + yi (4 Yl, * * ‘1 Y,) + 8 

dt = k-l ‘k k 

Y; (t, Yl, * * *, Y,,) = Fi VP cpl + ~1, . . .t (p, + Y,,, ho) - (F,)o - (piIn + . . . + pin?/,) 

fi v, Yl, * * *, Y,,. 8) = Fi+ Q. ‘~1 + ~1, . . ., P, + Y,,, 4 - (aFi/Wo 

eF+* (t, 21, . . ., znt 4 = F( (4 ~1, . . ., G, h) - Fi (4 ~1, . . ., z,, l.00) 

Since Fi are, by definition, smooth, the.following estimates hold (see e. g. 123) for 

Y(9 Y{‘, Yf”, e, e’ and em with sufficiently small moduli: 

I yi (4 Yl, * * 6, Y,) 1 <A i 1 Yl,I’ (6) 
k=l 
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I Y,.. I + I e I) 
‘k=l 

We easily see that the right hand sides of the system (5) are periodic in t , with the 

period equal to T. We construct its periodic solution using the method of consecutive 
approximations. The first approximation is defined from the system 

(7) 

and any subsequent m th approximation is obtained as a periodic solution of the follow- 

ing general System dy, m+l n 
&t - x PikYk, m+l $ yi tt* Yl, m9 ’ ’ ‘9 Yn, m) + 

k=l 

where the dependence on ho is omitted from the expression to make it more compact. 
Since the variational system (3) has no periodic solutions of period T, then, by [Z] the 

system (7) has a unique T-periodic solution satisfying the condition 

ma= 1 Y~,~ I < E D max I (aFi / ah), 1 

where the constant D”depends on the coefficients p{h but is independent of (8Fi / c%,)o . 

Before all, we need to show that any q th approximation belongs to the admissible region 
and, that it is bounded. For this reason we assume that the inequalities 

max 1 yi,m 1 < ED max j (8Fi / L%)o 1 < EN (m = i,..., q G 1) (8) 

hold, and then we prove that the qth approximation is also bounded by the quantity EN. 
Expressions (6) and (8) yield the following estimate for yi, ~ 

max 1 yftp 1 <e Dmax 1 (aFi/ah)o I+ .GnADN2+ GCD(nN+ 1) (9) 

By a suitable choice of the small parameter E , we can make the right hand side of 

(9) less than eN.This proves, that 

ma= 1 Yi,mI <EN, zi,,,,(t, 1) E G, zi, ,,,(t, lie) I= rp (m = l,..., q ,...) 

Next we shall show that the consecutive approximations converge uniformly. Let us 

find the differences (yi, ,,,+r - Yi, ,.,,) satisfying the following system : 

d (Yi, m+l - Yi m ) 
dt ’ 

k=l 

- yi ttt Yi, m-1’ - * ., Yn,m_l)l+ eIfi (t$ Yl tnv . . a, Y,,,, cl--- li It, Y1 m_l, * . et Yn m_l, e)] 

Putting o, = max 1 yi, m - yi, ,,,_*, ( we obtain 

ma= I Yi, m+l - Yii, m [ < enD (2nBN -I- c) am 

Assuming now that am+, = enD(2nBN + C)a,, we see, that a, --f 0 as m + 00, if 

enD (2nBN i- C) < 1. 
Thus, for sufficiently small e the approximations Y(,~ converge uniformly to some 

periodic functions yi(ot, e), which shall now be shown to satisfy (5). Let yi*(ot, e) be a 
unique T-periodic solution of the system 

?!.$ = i pi, (ot) yk* + Yi (t, y1 (rot, e), . . ., y, (at, e)) Y e (aF( / WO -I- 

k=l + Efi (t, Yl (w e), . . ., !I,, (ate eh 8) 
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Then, repeating the previous arguments we can construct the following estimates : 

max 1 Yi+ - Yi, m I < mD(ZnBN + C) max 1 yi(ot, E) - yirm_l 1 

Passing to the limit we can show that the functions yi(ot, e) satisfy (5). To prove 
that, for a sufficiently small e , the function yt(ot, e) is a periodic solution of (5) unique 
in G , we assume that there exists another periodic solution Yi’(Wt, e) . Then the follow- 
ing estimate max 1 yi’ - yi 1 < [enD(.ZnBN -I- C)]’ max 1 yi’ - yi 1 

where I is an arbitrary integer, will hold for (Yi’ - YJ . This implies that Yi’s y{* 

To prove the theorem on the asymptotic stability of the constructed solution (4) for 
a sufficiently small e , we make the usual substitution .rt = y(ot, A) $ &. Variations 

Ei satisfy the system 

2 = i [ Pik totI + fik (wt, dl Ck + Ri (of, 41, . . ., .!$ e) 
k=l 

in which the uniform estimates 

I fj, I < b I e I, I Ri I G ‘1 (I 411” + “‘+ I 5, 12) 
hold for the functions Ri and fik. 

Regarding the additions to (3) as “perturbations” with a sufficiently small Lipschitz 

constant, we can formulate, for sufficiently small e and 1 F,i 1 the following theorem due 

to Liapunov [Z]. 
“If all characteristic indices of an unperturbed periodic motion have negative real 

parts, then the motion is asymptotically stable. If, however, at least one of these indices 

has a positive real part, then the unperturbed motion is unstable.. . ” 
Let plr...., p,, be the roots of the characteristic equation of (3). Since the character- 

istic indices a,, a?,..., a,, of this system are given by ai = T-l In Pit we can assume 

the theorem proved. 

In conclusion we note, that a theorem analogous to that given above still holds, if the 
functions Fi have only first order partial derivatives in zi and 5 satisfying the Lipschitz 
conditions p2]. 
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